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About This Game

NOTICE: The game may not work on some system configurations. The problem is rare, but we have some reports.
This is an engine issue (RPG Maker and MKXP) and it's out of our reach, since we only made the game, not the engine

underneath.
Feel free to purchase the game and if you happen to be one of those cases, go ahead and refund it right away.

We apologize for any inconveniences.

Authentic Survival in Nature

Survival in it's purest form, in a deeply simulated world, modeled after nature itself.

Energy preservation

Every step you take and every action you peform costs Energy, you can only replenish by ingesting food. If you run out of
Energy, you run out of luck.

Setup traps to catch wild animals, fish fresh fish, or harvest and replant plants.
Cook fat or eat worms if you have to.

Rehydration

Your body spends water to function, and also to sweat, the only mechanism to cool the body off. Water is life. They say it for a
reason.
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Find fresh water, refill water containers, collect rain water, or produce it from air humidity or salt water.

Body temperature

High temperatures and dry air increase water loss, while low temperatures can cause sickness or even the body to shut down.
Adapt or be left behind.

Shelter from cold or intense sun. Wear clothes to protect from rain, sun or to warm up. Relocate if suited by season.

Simulation: A true model of nature

Planet rotation
Earth tilt, spin and rotation simulation defines sun altitude, allowing for a great diversity of survival locations by latitude.

Survive near Equator for a permanent summer, or close to the Pole to survive nights that last an entire season.

Weather cycle
From water evaporation to cloud formation, thunderstorms, hail, atmospheric pressure differences, dried rivers or snow.

The robust Weather cycle simulator recreates true, ever changing climatic conditions to put yur instincts to test.

Fauna
Fishes and small land animals grow and reproduce. Animals can get pregnant, overpopulate or get extint.

Sustainable survival is key for yourself, the environment, and yourself again.

Flora
Photosynthesis, water absorption, fertilization, hibernation. Plants react to sun and soil humidity as you would expect.

Plant, care and harvest fruits for a slower paced, safer, long term survival.

Fire
Fire burns fuel, based on fuel quantity, wind speed and humidity. Fire increases ambient temperature of small caves.

Fire and heat behaves realistically to make concious choices based on real life behaviors.

Body temperature
Temperature asimilation and air dissipation rate based on air humidity, wind speed and temperature.

The body will Shiver or Sweat to regulate it's temperature, and keep the skin moist if hot dry air rips it away.

On going development

The game is out there and finished. Yet, it isn't "finished".
Now more than ever we want your feedback on balance, new features and content. We want to make the game of your dreams.

Learn more at unveilgame.com

- Features overview
- Full list of features in Unveil
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Title: Unveil
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Particle Studios
Publisher:
Particle Studios
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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After playing this game for a hour, I can't help myself and decided to write a review about this. This is a very interesting
survival game. While everything seems basic, but I can imagine myself in those survival senerios making basic tools just to fish,
set a trap and survive while mother nature brings the challenge. I enjoy the little randomness on fishing; bad luck can happen
and sometime it really bites me if I couldn't catch a fish, which is pretty realistic in a sense and a bit punishable due to the
randomness of fishing.

There are few bugs and crash here and there, these are just minior area needs debugging.

So far, good job creating this game. Thank you.. Unfortunately there was lagging and freezing issues with the game that made it
unplayable for me, so I refunded. For the little time I played though I did enjoy it. I hope they will work someday to redo this
game in a better engine or make an engine of their on, I would give it another go then.
I do recommend to test out the game wether it works on your machine, I hear it works fine for some people.. This is a great
game. It's simplicity belies it's intricacies. Great tutorial series, and a lot of realism in learning the hard way, leading to a
surprisingly upbeat death. Extremely stable interface, with not a single crash or bug seen as of yet.. This game is very good, I
would enjoy seeing, more resource gathering from the source itself Cutting trees, mining rocks and ores etc....and not just
relying on respawns to survive 100% of the time.... (Though I did find you could make a basic axe and cut a tree but only certain
types of trees that I know of so far) Buy this game, the Dev is a great guy and I'm sure he will look after us consumers :). Hello
everybody,

if you feel like and have interest in really good survival games, also like retro graphics, then I can only warmly recommend
Unveil. A team of 3 people (a single programmer, two music composers) creates something really great and offers on top of that
absolutely great, reliable support. A few days ago I reported a bug which is apparently occurred in only a relatively few people.
For days I had several e-mail contact, and together we went through a lot of tests to fix it daily with the developer. There's a lot
of commitment behind what nowadays is wished and wanted of many indie developers and therefore you should support this
with full force! :)

Just visit the shop page and make sure to check it out. DO u know other games on Steam which were rated 100% (!) positive?

So come on, support the developers and spread the word. Such games need to be more popular and the developers needs to be
rewarded for their very good work :)

Hallo zusammen,

wenn ihr Lust auf und Interesse an wirklich guten Survivalspielen habt, nebenbei auch noch auf Retrografik steht, dann kann ich
euch Unveil nur w\u00e4rmstens ans Herz legen. Ein Team von 3 Leuten (ein einzelner programmiert, zwei musikkomponisten)
schafft hier etwas wirklich Gro\u00dfartiges und bietet obendrein noch einen absolut tollen, zuverl\u00e4ssigen Support. Vor
einigen Tagen habe ich einen Bug gemeldet, der scheinbar bei nur relativ wenigen Leuten aufgetreten ist. Tagelang hatte ich
dann mehrmals t\u00e4glich mit dem Entwickler Email-Kontakt und gemeinsam haben wir durch viele Tests den Fehler
beheben k\u00f6nnen. Es steckt sehr viel Engagement dahinter, was man sich heutzutage von vielen Indie-Entwicklern
w\u00fcnscht und daher sollte man dies mit voller Kraft unterst\u00fctzen! :)

Besucht einfach mal die Shopseite und vergewissert euch. Kenn ihr noch andere Spiele, die zu 100% (!) positiv bewertet
wurden?

Helf mit, damit solche Spiele bekannt werden und die Entwickler f\u00fcr ihre sehr gute Arbeit belohnt werden :). This isn't the
finished article by any means, but we can clearly see the base of a fantastic and unforgiving survival game with a heavy
emphasis on fighting nature rather than fighting mythical creatures.

I'm a bit of a sucker for survival games, and my Library has a metric tonne of them - but this one intrigued me due to its
complex survival systems (you need to sweat if you get hot, or cool off in water, for a start...no other game takes temperature,
wind, and sunlight into account quite like this game) and the fact it's managed to implement things I haven't seen before whilst
using RPG Maker as its foundations!
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I've played the first 'mission' (there are a series, then a sandbox mode) and I died the first three times I tried it, only succeeding
once I figured out the basic principles of survival (remembering Bear Grylls and Ray Mears' shows!) - Water, Food, Shelter - in
that order. The game is no different. Find water first, then food, then worry about somewhere to sleep.

There's not a lot of handholding at all, which I adore, but it feels natural and logical. A superb start in Early Access, and I can't
wait to see how this progresses and develops.

Well done, Particle Studios!
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This game is very good, I would enjoy seeing, more resource gathering from the source itself Cutting trees, mining rocks and
ores etc....and not just relying on respawns to survive 100% of the time.... (Though I did find you could make a basic axe and
cut a tree but only certain types of trees that I know of so far) Buy this game, the Dev is a great guy and I'm sure he will look
after us consumers :). Love the game, great music very calming, challenging game, i mean it's survival for christ sake it can't be
easy.
multiplayer would be dank, other than that just a chill game to play.
Unveil delivers what it promises - a survival game where the main opponent is nature itself. It's a beautiful little gam:
challenging, fun and peaceful, with enough content to do a decent job of holding off the inevitable triviality that survival games
all must eventually fall prey to.
The audio is polished, and the overall look of the game is really impressive compared to other RPG Maker games I've seen.

The developer posts dev logs on YouTube very frequently and his enthusiasm for Unveil is contagious. You can tell not just
from the weekly bugfixes and content patches, but from the little details just how much love and thought go into this game from
its creator.

On the question of whether I can recommend it, I'd say 'yes', to those who enjoy early access games in general. At the moment,
there's probably between 5 and 10 hours of content to Unveil, which to me justifies its asking price. However, supporting such
an amazing developer is its own reward. Not to mention that going by the rate of updates since launch, the amount of content in
Unveil is looking to increase drastically in the near future.. I have watched some Youtube videos about this and being a fan of
minimalistic styled, realistic survival games I decided to give it a go.

Cons; while the premise of the game is attractive, the content itself has some issues.

Random bugs that still hasn't been fixed yet include random crashes and music disappearances, which can
cause a moderate amount of annoyance

The amount of content is still quite little; fishing, foraging and catching rabbits are the only activities to feed
yourself

UI hasn't been optimised yet; settings are buggy sometimes

You can't open your mouth and drink rainwater to hydrate yourself

Sometimes you get really unlucky with the RNG; random line snaps while fishing, failing to catch stuff with
your trap and just die because of bad luck.

Pros; Did I say that I like survival games?

It is quite realistic, you die from starvation and dehydration, suffer from heatstroke and sickness and
running is an option (f*** yeah)

Dig a big hole in the ground so that ground water fills it up, plant fruits, chop down trees, get some fine
rabbit\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to fry.

The music is great, really really great

Sound effects are very pleasing to hear
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Underestimating the elements is a good way to get yourself killed, point being it is challenging. Resource
management is everything

Content 4\/10
Music 9\/10
Optimisation 5\/10
Realism 8\/10
Difficulty Hard

I have faith in the developers to fix the annoying bugs and add more content.. This is almost a neutral for
me, as there are definately aspects of the game that I like (such as a lack of combat and the absence of an
apocolyptic world, the presence of either of which I detest in games). If Unveil was more evenly balanced
or offered variable difficulty settings, my recommendation could change, but, in it's current form, it's
really more of a death simulator than a survival simulator. If that appeals to you, then this might be the
game for you.

Some mechanics, however, seem to be fatally unbalanced. For example: Fishing. Avoid it at ALL costs!
Why? Because it costs 2 energy to dig for worms, you only get a worm about 25% of the time, the rods
cost a LOT of energy to make, and the fish you catch, once cooked on a campfire that costs 5 energy to
light (to say nothing of the pickup costs on the wood fuel), are generally worth only 5 energy each. So, you
spend a good 50 energy, minimum, getting fishing stuff and end up with a handful of fish worth half that
cooked, if you're lucky. Fishing is a good way to die quickly, and is basically an utterly useless skill
because of this. It's just not worth the energy it costs.

That said, there are other game mechanics that, at least, will keep you alive in some scenarios, but you
starve incredibly fast. Even in Subnautica (where you are swimming all the time), you don't starve this
quickly. In my humble opinion, this game is just too difficult, and that makes it hard for players like me
to enjoy. I gave it a fair try, but I can't bring myself to recommend it. In four hours of gameplay, I
managed to clear the first two "Tutorials", after having to restart each at least a half-dozen times. Here's
to hoping it improves one day (as it's an interesting game concept), but, for now, I'd advise others to pass
on this one.. i believe it's the best 2d survival game but needs larger random-generated map and new
items. i'm gonna keep an eye on updates.. i believe it's the best 2d survival game but needs larger random-
generated map and new items. i'm gonna keep an eye on updates.. Unveil's simulation of weather effects,
temperature, hydration, energy, and all the other many aspects not mentioned combine to create a very
unique and intricate survival game. This game is difficult, realistic, and enjoyable and doesn't need to
throw monsters in your face to make it so. Highly recommended for realistic survival enthusiasts.. Its ok,
it needs to get fix in some stuff but i still like it. (Recomended). Wow. Maybe it's just the hype, but I love
this game. Really. I mean, it's obviously uncomplete, there's a lot to do, but even in this initial state, it
shines like a jewel.
It's easy to play, so you don't have to fight with the controls (although I usually click Z instead of X and
viceversa). Plus, it's pretty, if you like that kind of graphics, and that, in my opinion increible, music.
But more important, it works. No weird physics, no super-fast dehydration rate... You actually can stop
for a second, and enjoy... well, whatever you want. And it's funny! For almost everyone who buys it!
Because you wouldn't buy a game you dislike, would you?

In summary, I don't expect any negative reviews soon. At least REAL reviews. Because saying a game is
bad just because you don't like it is a bit incoherent.
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